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www.DPN.org
The Digital Preservation Network (DPN) was formed to ensure that the complete scholarly record is preserved for this and future generations.
Charter Members

Arizona State
Brown
California Institute of Technology
Columbia
Cornell
Dartmouth
Duke
Emory
Harvard
Indiana
Iowa State
Johns Hopkins
Kansas State
MIT
Michigan State
NYU
Northwestern
NC State
Ohio State
Penn State Univ.
Princeton
Purdue
Rutgers
Stanford
Syracuse
Texas A&M
Texas Tech Univ.
Tufts
Tulane
Univ. of Alabama
Univ. of Arizona
UC San Diego
Univ. of Chicago
Univ. of Florida
Illinois at Chicago
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Univ. of Iowa
Univ. of Kansas
Univ. of Kentucky
Univ. of Maryland
Univ. of Miami
Univ. of Michigan
Univ. of Minnesota
Univ. of Nebraska
Univ. of North Carolina
Univ. of North Texas
Notre Dame
Univ. of Tennessee
Univ. of Texas
Univ. of Virginia
Univ. of Washington
Univ. of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt Univ.
Virginia Tech
Yale Univ.
Texas Digital Library
California Digital Library
John D. Evans Foundation
American Council on Education
Progress Report

- Governance
- Technology Working Group (WG)
- Succession Rights WG
- Business Model WG
Governance
(proposed)

Presidents/Chancellors (minimum of 5)

Librarians (minimum of 3)

CIO (minimum of 1)

Industry (minimum of 1)

Appointed Slots (up to 7 with the understanding that the board cannot exceed 17 total voting members)
Leadership Team

- Steven Morales – DPN Director

- James Hilton – Virginia
- Paul Courant, Michigan – HathiTrust
- Brian Schottlaender – UCSD – Chronopolis
- Karin Wittenborg, Virginia – AP Trust
- Michael Keller – Stanford – SDR
- Dan Stanzione – TACC
- Bradley Englert – UT Austin

- Paula Kaufman – Illinois
- Winston Tabb – Johns Hopkins
- Ann Wolpert – MIT
- Jim Neal – Columbia
- John Wilkin – Michigan
- John Evans – Founder of C-Span
- Abby Rumsey
Technology Working Group

- Ladd Hanson – Texas Digital Library
- Sebastien Korner – HaithiTrust
- David Minor – Chronopolis
- Andrew Woods – DuraSpace
- James Simon – Stanford Digital Library
- Mike Smorul – UMD – Chronopolis

- Tom Cramer – Stanford Digital Library
- Chris Jordan – TACC
- Adam Soroka – Virginia, APTrust
- Don Sutton – Chronopolis, SDSC
- Scott Turnbull – Virginia, APTrust
Succession Rights Working Group

- Jim Neal – Columbia
- Sandra Enimil – Ohio State
- Donna Ferullo – Purdue
- Peter Hirtle – Cornell
- Kevin Smith – Duke
- Prue Adler – ARL
Business Model Working Group

- What is the cost to preserve?
- What are the revenue sources?
- Complete business plan
Sign up for updates or inquire about membership

www.DPN.org